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Program Notes

House of Leaves, Part 1 – This piece follows along with the first ten chapters of this convoluted book that
is a prime example of ergodic literature. It is written in an intentionally complicated way to fit the
narrative and experience of reading the actual book. For example, do you read citations when
immediately when they appear in a document? Do you read the page in its entirety from top to bottom?
Or do you simply glance over the citations? Either way, this overture poses the performer with the same
choices, and there is no wrong way to interpret it. (For more information on the narrative of this
multimedia piece, please see the following pages).

Tundra – A large frozen expanse under the aurora borealis and all its visibly chromatic glory. However, the
wind still blows, and the cold is unrelenting.

Trio No. 1 – A Cluster starts the piece, starting a slow explosion of Shostakovich-ian harmony that calms
back down at the end.

House of Leaves
This is not for you – 50 sec.
A bell of dense harmony sets the ominous tone of the piece,
just as the opening line of the book sets the tone for the
rest of this intensely complicated and disturbing story.
October 31, 1998 – 55 sec.
Johnny Truant, a tattoo artist in Los Angeles, has been
having sleep problems and has taken to medication for help,
but alas nothing has worked. Johnny talks about where it
all started, a box of unpublished documents inside of a
trunk left by the previous owner of the apartment he moved
into some time ago. The previous owner, an older man only
known as Zampanó, died under mysterious circumstances, and
the police found no suspicious signs except for a large
claw mark in the floor.
Muss es sein? / I – 1 min. 34 sec.
Must it be?
The beginning of the unpublished documents by Zampanó titled “The Navidson Record”.
It appears to be an analysis of a documentary by—and about—a photographer named
Will Navidson. A simple display of a strange doorway that leads to an impossible
hallway that extends passed the physical limits of the house. That video is titled “The
Five and a Half Minute Hallway”. The next shots appear to be an unnamed cameraman
panicking in a set of dark corridors, he is out of food and something is stalking him. This
is “Exploration #4”.
II – 3 min. 20 sec.
Will Navidson and his family move into their new house on Ash Tree Lane. Will has
decided to settle down from his life of adventures in photographic documentation of
world events that commonly put his life was in danger. His wife, Karren, is cold and
indifferent. His children, Chad and Daisy, are scared of this new chapter in their lives.
Chat specifically feels an uneasy presence from the house.
Outside of the Navidson narrative, Jonny is working at
organizing Zampanó’s mess of documents, while also putting
a narrative of his own life into the footnotes. He writes
about when him and his friend, Lude, fabricated a story to
impress some women. In a fit, Johnny edits The Navidson
Record, contaminating the narrative and establishing that
anything can be false information inside the narrative.

III – 3min.
Will Navidson has had a difficult life, he has abandonment issues that his twin brother,
Tom, also suffers from. Zampanó writes that some speculate that the events to come are
influenced by Navidson’s traumatic past.
Meanwhile, shenanigans with Johnny and Lude.
IV – 4 min.
The Navidson family returns home from a trip to Seattle only to discover an extra closet
in the upstairs hallway of the house. It is small, but still, it was not their when they moved
in.
While Johnny is at work, he feels uneasy for no apparent
reason, so he goes outside for some fresh air, when
suddenly he senses - and smells - an evil presence behind
him. The dark shadow lunges at him just as he turns to see
it. He falls. There is nothing there, the smell is gone.
This prompts Navidson to measure the internal dimensions of the interior, and then the
exterior. He quickly realizes that the inside of the house is a ¼” bigger on the inside than
the outer parameters can allow. He rekindles his relationship with Tom, who visits to help
square away the measurement impossibility, only to confirm it with professional
equipment, only for the interior of the house to grow an additional 2’.
V – 3 min. 20 sec.
Zampanó writes about echos, first the mythological character, then the scientific
definition—being reverberation of sound.
Zampanó’s posthumous words begin to effect Johnny to his
core. While at the Sky Bar with Lude, a simple side-thought
about the dead old man’s words leads to a disturbing
monologue that makes little to no sense, only conveying
that Johnny is, indeed, not okay. Lude cut’s Johnny’s
thought short, pulling him back to reality.
Zampanó writes more about echos, referring to the mythological character, then
discussing more the scientific definition—being reverberation of sound.
Johnny finds a moment of solace only for it to be destroyed
by an involuntary vision of him twisting his boss’s head
completely off while the people around him watch in utter
terror. He is pulled back into reality when his boss
happily greets him, except he doesn’t greet him, and he
certainly isn’t happy.

A doorway leading to a hallway of impossible space appears in the Navidson family
living room. The impossible space consists of a logic-defying labyrinth of ever-changing
hallways, doorways, and empty rooms with ash grey walls. Navidson almost becomes
lost while exploring one night. Upon finding his way out, Navidson is asked by his wife
Karen to not venture into the hallway again. The Five and a Half Minute Hallway is
filmed.
VI – 2 min.
The navidson’s pets, while playing, run down the impossible hallway, and are presumed
to be lost to the void of corridors and darkness. Moments later, the animals are seen
outside of the house, as it appears the hallway only exists to humans.
Johnny begins talking to a woman who is a customer of his
tattoo shop.
“And so now, tin the shadow of unspoken events, I watch as
Zampanó’s courtyard darken. Everything whimsical has left.
I try to study the light-going carefully. From my room. In
the glass of my memory. In the moonstream of my
imagination. The weeds, the windows, every bench. But the
old man is not there, and the cats are all gone. Something
else has taken their place. Something I am unable to see.
Waiting. I’m afraid. It is hungry. It is immortal. Worse,
it knows nothing of whim.
VII – 6 min.
Holloway Roberts, a hunter and explorer, is introduced along with his team, they have
been tasked with exploring the impossible labyrinth. Jed Leeder is introduced, the second
member of Holloway’s expedition team. He is an expert navigator specializing in
wilderness survival. Kirby “Wax” Hook is introduced, the last member of Holloway’s
team. He is an expert climber who plans on making a solo ascent of mount Everest.
Holloway’s team makes 3 expeditions into the hallway leaving a trail of fishing wire to
lead them back to the entrance. Exploration #1—as the recording is titled—does not last
too long, as the team runs out of fishing wire after around two miles of walking, ending
in a vast space that is eventually called The Anteroom. Exploration #2 lasts over 8
hours. Outside of the Anteroom, they find a space that is even bigger—The Great Hall—
in which they eventually find a staircase with seemingly no bottom. Meanwhile Will
Navidson takes his son to get ice cream to get the house off of his mind. Exploration #3
lasts almost 20 hours. The Holloway team tries to descend the staircase, ultimately
walking for seven hours to no avail. The Team departs once more for the ill-fated
Exploration #4.

VIII – 1 min. 20 sec.
•••---•••
Several days after the Holloway expedition departs for Exploration #4, a knocking is
heard coming from the walls of the house.
•••---•••
Billy Reston’s backstory is presented, explaining why he is bound to a wheelchair.
•••---•••
Jhonny is perplexed by Zampanó breaking his academic tone
by introducing vulgarity into his analysis.
IX – 8 min. 50 sec.
Hic labor ille domus et inextricabilis error —Virgil
laboriosus exitus domus
—Ascensius
laboriosa ad entrandum
—Nicholas Trevet
A Footnote for three Latin introductory quotes turns into a
story of how Johnny sought the translation for the quotes,
only to have a vision of himself getting hit by an out-ofcontrol truck, thrown across the crowded Los Angeles
street, and burned to death in an ignited fuel puddle.
Except there was no fire, no fuel to ignite, no screaming
bystanders, and no truck. The street was practically empty.
Another footnote introduces the idea of The Minotaur in a dynamically altered version of
the classic story of Theseus in the Labyrinth from Greek Mythology. In this version, the
story follows King Minos instead of Theseus, and the Minotaur is not actually a halfbull/half-human creature, but rather the deformed son of King Minos that he believed
would bring shame to his heritage. The King locks away The Minotaur in a labyrinth so
complicated that he would never escape, but without bars to suggest a prison. All the
while spreading the story of the horrific monster to the world.
Eventually, King Minos begins to establish a loving relationship with his exiled son and
begins devising a way to reestablish him into society. But before any of his plans come to
fruition, the pompous and arrogant Theseus wanders into the labyrinth and kills the
king’s son. King Minos is forced by his past decisions to commend and praise Theseus
for his bravery, while knowing that he has lost son.
The Holloway expedition, in the labyrinth, reaches the bottom of a stairwell that seems to
only be as deep as they each believe it will be. They begin exploring the endless corridors
and placing markers in an effort to avoid accidental backtracking.

In a desperate attempt to find something different, they team smashes a hole into a wall.
To mirror this, a square appears in the middle of the right-side page, where a citation
appears. On the left-side pages afterwards, the box appears on the opposite side of the
page, to create a “hole” in the page. The text in these left-side box citations is a mirrored
version of what appears in the previous right-side page.
I have attached some images to better illustrate these incredibly interesting pages.

The box citation contains objects that do NOT appear in the labyrinth.
The citation on the left side of the left pages lists buildings and locations that the
labyrinth does NOT resemble.
The Upside-down citation on the right side of the right pages lists people who could NOT
have designed and constructed the labyrinth.
The narrative of the Holloway expedition continues with the team’s mental degradation
finally coming to an apex when Holloway opens fire on Jed and Wax with his hunting
rifle. They are chased into the darkness of the labyrinth where they hide and begin
knocking SOS into the walls in a desperate call for help.
X – 3 min
After hearing the SOS message coming from the walls of the house, Will, Tom and Billy
decide to go in on a rescue mission. Instead of the journey down the staircase taking
several days, it only takes Will and Billy twenty minutes, while tom stays at the top of the
stairs establishing a radio basecamp.
After several days of searching the lower levels of the labyrinth, the team finds Jed and
Wax in an empty room, but thankfully alive. After getting them to their feet, they begin
to escort them two injured men to the stairs when Holloway appears and opens fire on the
four of them, killing Jed. Holloway vanishes and the three make their way to the bottom
of the stairs.
The positioning of the text on the pages of this chapter is dependent on where characters
are in the labyrinth. For example, when Navidson descends the staircase, the text
describing it is positioned at the middle of the page. When he reaches the bottom, the text
is at the bottom. Meanwhile, text about Tom at the top of the stairs is always positioned
at the top of the page.

End of Part 1

